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Definitions
Analytical performance: the ability of an assay to
conform to predefined technical specifications
and to correctly detect or measure a particular
analyte/measurand.
Clinical performance: the ability of a biomarker to
conform to predefined clinical specifications in
detecting patients with a particular clinical
condition or in a physiological state
Clinical effectiveness: the ability of a test to
improve outcomes relevant to the individual
patient or patient population.
WG-TE

Definitions
Analytical performance specifications: Criteria
that specify (in numerical terms) the quality
required for analytical performance in order to
deliver laboratory test information that would
satisfy clinical needs for improving health
outcomes.
Clinical needs: refers to any desirable testing or
treatment component of a clinical pathway
where existing care could improve in order to
achieve better health outcomes for patients.
WG-TE
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Definitions
Health outcomes: are a change in the health
status or well-being of an individual, group or
population which is attributable to a (series of)
planned intervention(s).
– Whose perspective – patient, population, health care staff,
policy makers
– Type of outcome – subjective (QoL), objective (all-cause
mortality
– Timing – short-term or long-term
– Composite endpoint
– Surrogate or intermediate outcome (HbA1c, cholesterol)

[Organisational/ economic outcomes]
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Indirect evidence of benefit
(easy to measure)

Direct evidence of benefit
(not easy to measure)

Key principles
Few tests have definitive role in managing a
condition – thus their impact on health
outcomes is varied
Most laboratory tests are used for multiple
purposes and in combination with other
laboratory or other tests
The link between testing and health outcomes
is indirect and is dictated by the clinical
pathway, and
the purpose and role of the test in the clinical
pathway.
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Definitions
Test purpose: describes the intended use of the
test and how the test information will be used to
improve clinical outcomes
– hs-Troponin for diagnosing ACS
– hs-Troponin as a prognostic marker of cardiovascular disease
– HbA1c for diagnosing diabetes mellitus
– HbA1c for monitoring test to assess diabetes control

Test role: how the test will be positioned to alter
the existing clinical pathways in a specific
condition or target population
– Triage: hs-Troponin to triage patients with ACS
– Replacement: Troponin to replace CK-MB in diagnosing ACS

– Add-on: BNP added to hs-Troponin testing to assess prognosis of CVD

From testing to outcomes

KNAW (2014). Evaluation of new technology in health care. In need of guidance for relevant evidence.
Amsterdam, KNAW (www.knaw.nl).
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Indirect linkage

Diagnostic or prognostic accuracy and classification of the
condition are not ‘true’ health outcomes.
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APS based on clinical needs are often defined in
terms of allowable misclassification rates

Panteghini M, Troponin monograph, Chapter 8, CBR 2012

Examples for diagnostic or prognostic
misclassification driven APS
Origin of APS

Reference

Test

APS

Hs-Troponin

CVa<10% at the 99th percentile
and able to detect Tn in at least
50% of the reference population

Diagnostic and
prognostic
accuracy

NICE2014

Glucose
(plasma)

CVa<2.9%, Bias<2.2%,
TE <6.9%

Biological variation

NACB 2012

Glucose
(POCT)

TE for 95% of samples <15% at

Outcome
simulation - impact
on insulin dosing
errors and hypo- ,
hyperglycaemia

Clin Chem
2010;56(7):1091-7

glucose conc.>5.6 mmol/l (100
mg/dl) and to <0.8 mmol/l
(15mg/dl) at glucose
concentrations <5.6 mmol/l (100
mg/dl).

Clin Chem
2014;60(4):644-50

Lower desirable TE in tight
glucose-control protocols to
avoid hypoglycemia

HbA1c

Intralaboratory CV <2%
Interlaboratory CV <3.5%

Biological variation

NACB 2012

Cholesterol

CVa ≤ 3.0%, Bias≤ 3.0%,
TE≤ 8.9%

Diagnostic
accuracy

NCEP/CRMLN 2004
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How analytical
performance specifications
can be developed using
outcomes data ?

Outcome studies
1. Assess the impact of analytical performance of the test on
clinical outcomes (direct)
the probability of clinical outcomes - simulation studies
(indirect)
2. Survey of clinicians´ and/or experts’ opinion –
investigating the impact of the analytical performance of
the test on medical decisions and subsequent patient
management as intermediate to patient health outcomes
(indirect)
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RCT design to assess impact of
analytical performance on outcome
Do patients who undergo the new test with more advanced analytical
performance fare better (in terms of health outcomes) than those who
have the old test?

+

New test
Patients with
suspected target
condition

Treatment
Outcome

–

Control

R
+

Treatment
Outcome

Old test
–

Control

What to do when RCTs are not available or possible?

As a start…
Define the ‘evidentiary reference’ for analytical
performance: i.e. the capabilities of the existing analytical
test which was used to report estimates of test accuracy,
decision thresholds and treatment effectiveness (NB: only
‘state of the art’ at this stage)

Specify analytical performance at the relevant clinical
decision threshold
Consider the impact of variations in analytical
performance on health outcomes and define :
–
–
–
–
–
–

the relevant intended and unintended outcomes
the mechanisms and time frames in which outcomes may occur
existing test-treatment pathway for that indication,
proposed purpose, position and role of the test in the pathway
the key clinical decisions and actions the test will inform
and their potential linkage to health outcomes
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Linked evidence
transferability
assumption
Linking comparative diagnostic
accuracy to treatment effectiveness
data would be a sufficient proxy if
the population receiving the new
test is to all intents and purposes
the same that would receive
treatment for the condition
there is good evidence that
treatment positively impacts on
the health outcomes in this
population.
Lord S et al. 2005

Decision framework for the linked evidence approach

International Journal of Technology Assessment in Health Care, 2013;29(3):343–350.
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Indirect or linked evidence approach
an alternative when direct trial evidence of the clinical
effectiveness of a test is not available, or is inadequate
for decision making
valuable specifically for tests that are modifications of an
existing test
validity depends on how well the ‘intermediate’ outcomes
were proven to be linked and able to predict the relevant
long-term health outcomes
insufficient if the patient spectrum identified by the new
version of the test is very different
sequential linkages of evidence will increase the
uncertainty of transferability between each linkage
analytic frameworks or decision trees and flow charts
enhance transparency when reviewing medical test
performance

Modelling
To model the clinical outcomes of
misclassification requires clinical evidence
about the consequences for patients.
Where clinical evidence about these
consequences is not available, the model
estimates will be based on assumptions drawn
from what evidence there is about disease
prognosis, treatment benefits, harms etc.
These assumptions will need to be tested.
The model can only be as good as your
assumptions are
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Glucose meters with
TEa=15% are unlikely to
produce large (3-category)
insulin dosing errors
Increasing performance to
10% TEa should reduce
the frequency of 2category insulin dosing
errors
Additional studies are
necessary to determine the
clinical impact of such
errors

Relationship between the frequency of
hypoglycemia and the imprecision of glucose
measurements
higher measurement
imprecision increased the
rates of hypoglycemia and
hyperglycemia
The adverse effects of
measurement imprecision
were lower at the higher
measurement frequency.
Quality specifications for
glucose meters are not
transferable to continuous
glucose monitoring
Clin Chem 2014;60(4):644–650
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Key messages
Setting APS based on outcome data is complex
but not impossible
The link between testing and health outcomes is
indirect and is dictated by the clinical pathway

Mapping the pathway and clear definition of
outcomes is essential
Diagnostic or prognostic accuracy is an
insufficient proxy outcome measure

Key messages
Direct evidence for APS would be ideal but
under specific circumstances a linked evidence
approach can be used and often is sufficient for
regulatory approval of a new biomarker
APS could be different for different test
applications, but if a test is used for multiple
purposes the strictest APS should take
precedence
APS should be commensurate with the impact
of the laboratory test on subsequent medical
decisions and actions
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